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"Whew, the sexual chemistry between Mark and Tim is off the charts!!! When the governors son

decides to do a little rebelling with the local drug dealing bad boy, neither one counts on the sparks

that fly." - 5 stars from Stacey"I devoured this book, freaking devoured it. Couldn&apos;t put it down,

couldn&apos;t stop reading, just couldn&apos;t stop." - 5 stars from Dara"I just couldn&apos;t put it

down." - 5 stars from JefferyBOOK DESCRIPTION: "I won&apos;t fall for him."After breaking up with

his cheating ex, Mark Kenmore turns to rebound sex with the campus drug dealer, Tim Halwell.

He&apos;s heard the rumors about all the hearts Tim&apos;s broken, but after how he&apos;s

been hurt, there&apos;s no way he&apos;ll let himself fall into that trap. Besides, if the press found

out he was screwing around with a drug dealer, it would tarnish his governor mother&apos;s

reputation. He expects the sex to be hot and exciting. What he doesn&apos;t expect is the most

intense, mind-blowing experience he&apos;s ever had. He knows it&apos;s wrong to want more,

but he can&apos;t help himself. And the more time they spend hooking up, the more he worries

he&apos;s falling into the same trap as Tim&apos;s previous boy toys...and the harder it becomes

to keep what they&apos;re doing a secret from his friends and family."He&apos;s just like the

others."Tim knows Mark--the son of a politician, attending one of the most prestigious universities in

Atlanta--is just another spoiled rich kid. When Tim hears about Mark&apos;s breakup, he&apos;s

more than willing to help the brat out with some rebound sex. Just another notch in his own

headboard. Tim won&apos;t make it a regular thing because that never goes well. The guys always

end up falling for him, despite how much they may fight it. But one steamy, lust-filled encounter after

another, and he finds he can&apos;t stop messing around with Mark. It&apos;s too much fun. Too

intense. Too erotic. And the longer they try to remain each other&apos;s filthy little secrets, the more

Tim realizes if he doesn&apos;t back out soon, he just might fall in love.Filthy Little Secret is a

stand-alone erotic gay romance with a HEA, steamy-as-hell sex, no cheating, and no cliffhanger.
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I started this book expecting sex and not much more. I'm so glad I was so wrong.There is so much

more than just sex here. You really learn a lot about the two main characters and I found myself

cheering for them both. There is quite a bit of depth to their emotions and they both do a lot of

learning and growing. There was a couple times when I thought the problems were solved a bit too

easily but, I'd rather have that than have the conflict drag on with one misunderstanding after

another.This is the first Devon McCormack book I've read but, it definitely won't be the last. He does

a wonderful job of relaying how the characters are feeling and what they are thinking. Several times

I was brought to tears while reading this but it has some wonderful feel good moments too. I highly

recommend this book.

Whew, the sexual chemistry between Mark and Tim is off the charts!!! When the governors son

decides to do a little rebelling with the local drug dealing bad boy, neither one counts on the sparks

that fly. Two men that don't know how to trust and really aren't sure how to love, bring us along for

their journey!! The emotions are so strongly felt between these two that it was breath taking and

heart breaking. Loved every minute!!

I didn't know that I would love the characters in this book when I started reading this story. I only

knew that I was in the mood for some hot steamy sex with maybe a little bit of romance thrown in.

And I got that, but I also got so much more. I got characters that, well... it was like this for me... I



started out thinking ok, this is a super spoiled needy kid (Mark) that has everything and wants to

make everyone in his life suffer because he feels like he was treated unfairly. It quickly became

evident that while this character could have been that shallow, he wasn't. Not at all. He turns out to

be a driven young man who might have been naive but was smart too. He was taken advantage of

and there's the element of angst for sure, he is out to make new memories that wipe the bad ones

away in the sexiest, perviest of ways! And, he's found the perfect guy to do it with.Tim is the perfect

picture of a bad boy. He does illegal things for a living and spends a great deal of his time sleeping

with spoiled rich kids and breaking hearts because he's the whole package and makes these boys

that normally have everything they want at the snap of a finger crazy when he moves on before

they're ready. But he's not just what he shows everyone and somehow he starts to let Mark in and

soon we can see that this character is someone who's caring and lonely but afraid to take a chance

because of his past. Mark and Tim are perfect for each other and the build up of their relationship is

a masterpiece of writing. Not too fast or too slow, just perfect. As well as the angsty moments... they

weren't just thrown in, they were impeccably timed. Watching these two characters begin to have

real feelings for each other and their very real fear of it because it was breaking all the rules they

had was so sweet. The panty melting scenes that are frequent, were so hot. Seriously, these guys

are sooooo sexy together!What I wasn't expecting at all were the depth that all the characters had,

the secondary characters that really made this story great. A peak into a world that is privileged and

these people aren't at all what they appeared to be. It was wonderful to see all these characters

start out showing a side that people expect, but maybe don't necessarily like and then find out that it

is just armor they are using to hide behind because they all have some damage from life. It made

them very realistic and likable and also there might be a character or two that are just exactly the

way they start out representing themselves. Made me love most of them and strongly dislike others.

I like when I can feel that strongly for these make believe people. This book was exactly what I

needed.

4.5 stars. I adored the thread of this story. I love a good enemies-to-lovers tale and McCormack

definitely has mastered that piece. It was fun, dirty, and everything I love in a sexcapade type story.

It even had a plot and some tender moments. ;) I would definitely recommend this to anyone who

loves a good, dirty read. However, if you like your sex behind closed doors, this is not the book for

you. Fortunately, I don't, so it scratched the right itch. :)

Filthy Little Secret is a delightful surprise. You read the blurb thinking "oh I know where this book is



going" but guess what? You're wrong. And even as you're reading and you thinking "oh crap this is

going to end tragically, I know exactly how this is going to end," you're wrong. I was so certain I

knew what the major kink (ha ha) in the new relationship would be, the event that would divide the

new couple and wreck them, a past that would destroy one main character...yep, I was dead wrong.

You don't think "happily ever after" as you're reading, but guess what? You're wrong! Loved this

book! Read it!

I never considered how good it could be for your self esteem to have someone not want you for

your personality at all, just for your body. That's NOT what this book was, but it still gave me that.I

loved it. It was a usual hookup turns more, but also the best of this trope that I have ever read. So

much more depth than I expected from such a dirty book. Awesome job, Devon!

I devoured this book, freaking devoured it. Couldn't put it down, couldn't stop reading, just couldn't

stop. This book isn't soft and subtle. It's hard, brutal, hot, honest and in your face but done with

perfect characters with amazing chemistry. Try not to perv on this book, go on, I dare you.....cause

you'll completely fail. It's that damn good.

When I started this book I thought it was gonna be just sex sex sex . Not that there's anything wrong

with that lol. But I was very happy with the beautiful love story. I like anything this author puts out

either on his own or with someond. I will buy any books by Devon McCormick
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